
Main Screen 

As a first step, connect your device to the Bebop or Skycontroller WiFi network 

or connect your USB Skycontroller2 

  

 

        Go to piloting 
                          Screen 

 

            Shortcut to the  
                  system        
               WiFi Settings 

             Back to Main Screen 

                  

Other icons in the Main Screen:  

 Map View: 

• Choose and save here the POIs for the “watch it” 
mode; 

• View the last known drone position. 

 User Guide: 

• Brings you to this user guide. 

  App Information: 

• Provides you with information on the app version and other useful information. 

  System WiFi settings shortcut: 

A convenient shortcut to the device WiFi settings menu. 



Piloting Screen 
 

  Back to Main Screen**                    Open Settings Menu  

  Return Home *                               Media Management** 

   Watch Me / Watch IT Mode *          Follow / Track Me Mode * 

      *These buttons appear only after takeoff 

VR Mode                                   **These buttons appear only when landed 

   Map View:  Allows switching from the Piloting view to the Map view.  

     WI-FI Signal: Shows the strength of the WiFi signal. 

00:00



Piloting pads (Mode2 and Mode3) 
Four different piloting layouts are provided. In Mode2 and Mode3 one pad provides thrust and 
yaw control while the other pad provides pitch and roll control (Mode3  swaps right and left 
pads). 

 

  Thrust & Yaw                                                                                                                          Pitch & Roll  
  

    

Piloting pads (Mode1 and Mode4) 
In Mode1 and Mode4 one pad provides pitch and yaw control while the other pad provides thrust 
and roll control (Mode4 swaps right and left pads) 

Pitch & Yaw                      Thrust & Roll 

 

   Emergency: 

 In order to increase safety and avoid accidental activation of the Emergency, 
   a double tap (with one finger) is needed to activate the Emergency. 

Speed  selector: 

 During flight you can easily change the behavior of the Bebop by adjusting the speed  
 selector. The different options can be configured in the Settings Menu. 

Camera Tilt Slider 

you can change the camera tilt with this slider while piloting your bebop 

   



Show the speed selector 

Show the camera tilt slider 

Enable the Skycontroller for piloting the Bebop (on-screen piloting pads will  
 disappear) 

 Enable the app for piloting the Bebop (Disable the Skycontroller) 

Radar 
Show how Bebop and Skycontroller are oriented one respect the other 
(available also in VR mode) 

Appear only when the bebop is al least 15 m away 

Right Info Panel 
   

  Skycontroller / Device / Bebop GPS state + satellite number 

  Skycontroller / Device / Bebop battery level in percentage 

GPS State color 
    GPS FIX accuracy of 6 meters or better 

   GPS FIX accuracy between 6 and 12 meters 

   GPS FIX accuracy worse than 12 meters or NO FIX 

Left Info Panel 
    

   Bebop Speed 

   Bebop Altitude from Take off point / over sea level               

   Bebop Distance from Piloting Device 



Media Buttons 

Take 180° DNG Picture (also a jpg copy will be saved)                         

take 180° JPG Picture (high resolution) 

Take 16:9 JPG Picture (low resolution - video screenshot)                 

    

Take 4:3 JPG Picture (high resolution) 

Double tap the pic button to show the pic type selector view, in order to change it 
directly from piloting screen. 

    Video Recording ON/OFF 

00:00  Flight Timer 

 

Fullscreen Mode (will hide all the user interface giving you an 
unobstructed view of the fpv video feed , just tap the screen again to go 
back to normal view) 

 

TapFly Mode 

Altitude Limit Override (this button must be enabled in limits setting, then it 
will appear on screen when you reach e the altitude limit you have set) 

Open Bebop 360 App (if installed) 



Manual Piloting 

Firstly , choose your favorite piloting 
mode in settings;  

Then you can pilot the Bebop with: 

1) on-screen pads 

2) MFI bluetooth controller. 

3) Skycontroller (1 / 2) 

4) FLYPAD 

All solutions (on-screen touchpad, 
bluetooth controller,FLYPAD or 
Skycontroller) will respect the chosen 
piloting mode 

 

Use the configurable speed selector to change the sensitivity of your Bebop on 
the fly without losing time searching in the settings as you have to do with 
other Bebop apps. 

Banked turn 
“Banked turn” mode is full supported in the app, 

You can activate/deactivate banked turn in piloting settings, or 
you can “double tap with 2 fingers” on the “YAW” piloting pad on 
the screen (the position of yaw pad on the screen depends on 
your chosen piloting mode). 

                                                                                 (tap - tap) 

Banked turn is automatically turned OFF with these modes: 

-Watch ME  -Watch IT(POI)  -Track me  -Headless 

Banked turn is automatically turned ON with this mode: 

- Follow me  



Camera pan, tilt and zoom 
    
    
                 

Tilt Angle Picker 

 

 

  

    Pan Angle Picker                                                                 (hold) 

  

Hold a finger on the right info panel,the piloting pads will disappear, and 2 angle 
pickers will popup; 

To move the camera orientation: 

 - sliding on the screen with another finger you can pan and tilt the   
 camera angle.    

 - or you can use the 2 on-screen angle picker for more precise adjustments 
 of tilt and pan. 

 - use the pinch gesture to zoom in and out (digital zoom will not   
 result in zoom in the final recorded video)                   

        

To reset camera pan, tilt and zoom - double tap the right info panel 

                                                                                          (tap - tap) 

The camera can also be tilted with the tilt slider on the piloting screen 

The on-screen Viewfinder will constantly give you feedback on the current pan 
and tilt of the camera, as well as showing the current state of the drone roll. 



Skycontroller 

You can use your Skycontroller for manual piloting of your Bebop with this app, just connect to 
it from the main screen of the app. 

The Skycontroller joysticks will respect the choosen piloting mode in settings (Mode 1, Mode 2, 
Mode3, Mode 4). 

For use with the special features of this app like the Watch Me/It or Follow/Track Me, the app 
must have the control on the Bebop. For this reason, when you activate one of these modes, the 
Skycontroller joysticks will be disabled and you must use the on-screen piloting controls that the 
app provides for any special feature. You will in any case benefit from the extra WiFi range that 
the Skycontroller provides. 

The Skycontroller also works well in “VR mode”. 

In this mode you will always have the status of your Skycontroller on the screen (battery, GPS 
status, WIFI strength)  

You can also change the speed of the Bebop by moving the speed selector with the 
“Settings” button on your Skycontroller,  

 

The position of the settings button depends on how you mapped it in the 
Freeflight app,  

 

The Default settings button in Skycontroller first generation is:  

 

 

The default settings button in the Skycontroller Black edition is:  

 

 

The settings button in the Skycontroller2  is: 



Settings Menu 
To access the settings menu, tap the settings icon.   

 

Piloting screen settings 
Choose your favorite flight mode. 

you can also:flat trim, calibrating, change the 
units displayed and configure your MFI controller 

 

Speed selector configuration 
Here can fine tune the behavior of the speed 
selector 

Just tap the value you want to change. 

These values are valid only for manual piloting and 
do not effect any automated movement. 

 

Return home setting 
In follow/track mode the timer is automatically 
set to 120s 



Follow Me Mode setting 
You can select the follow distance and decide if 
the Bebop should stick to the nearest road (when 
this is an identified road in the map) or not. Also, 
you can define the minimum following distance 
and the maximum pitch (and therefore speed) 
that the Bebop is allowed when in Follow mode. 

 

Flight limits 
Here you set the max distance and altitude for 
your Bebop. These limits are valid for manual 
piloting of the Bebop. If you activate the Follow 
Mode, these limits will be automatically disabled. 

 

Video Options 
Here you have video stabilizzation and 
autorecording options and much more!! 

Note:in watch/follow modes the video 
stabilization on pitch is always ON 

you can also setting frame rate,exposure,colors 
saturation, and more… 

 

VR mode settings 
You can access this setting panel after you have 
activated the VR mode. 



Special Piloting Modes 

This app provides some special unique flight modes (Watch ME, Watch IT [POI], Follow ME, Track 
ME) that use automatic movements of the drone. For this reason when you enable them the 
Skycontroller will be disabled as the piloting device. From App Version 3.0 you can use the 
skycontroller2 (USB) in Watch Me and Watch IT [POI] modes (not the original skycontroller (WIFI) 

       Skycontroller disabled  

In all these modes you have 3 options (on the right of the screen) for the “camera tilt” 

Automatic Tilt - Keep me in the center of the screen 

Automatic Tilt - Keep me in the bottom of the screen (allow to shot more background) 

Manual Camera Tilt, activating this option the green “camera tilt angle picker” on the 
right of the screen will appear, and you can manual adjust the camera inclination. 

Device without GPS module (ie wifi only iPad) can use the position of the skycontroller as “ME” position (there’s an 
option in settings), so you can use function like watch me/follow me/track me also on those device. Skycontroller 
position update rate is very slow so any action faster than a walk is not recommended. (if GPS is available on 
the device the skycontroller position will not be used in any case even is enebled in settings) (Note: Skycontroller2 
does not have GPS module) 



Watch Me Mode 

In this mode the Bebop always points at you: 

• Walk or run and the Bebop will always point at you. 

• You can still manually pilot the Bebop as you wish; the software will 
automatically adjust the yaw and the camera tilt for keeping you in the 
frame! 

• The angular speed of yaw is precisely calculated based on the tangential 
speed of the drone. 

• Choose your favorite filming angle with the right panel. You can choose 
between 3 modes:  

o 1 automatic - keep me in the center of the frame,  

o 2 automatic - keep me in the bottom of the frame (allow more 
background in your shot),  

o 3 manual - in this mode the camera tilt angle picker will appear on the 
left of your screen.  

Note: the Bebop look the GPS position of your piloting device,due to the GPS inaccuracy you could 
not be always in frame at short distance. 



Watch IT Mode (POI) 
 

POI altitude 
picker 

(meters) 

   Poi Button 

In this mode the Bebop always points at a POI selected by you: 

• You can still manually pilot the Bebop as you wish; the software will automatically 
adjust the yaw and the camera tilt for keeping your POI in the frame. 

• The angular speed of yaw is precisely calculated based on the tangential speed of 
the drone. 

• You can now choose and save 3 POIs directly from the main screen of the app 
before connecting the Bebop. 

• To choose the POI you can press the “POI button” on the piloting 
screen and then choose one of 3 saved POIs. Alternatively, you can 
use the Bebop current location as NEW POI or open the map view 
and tap anywhere on the map to set NEW POI. (The map requires 
internet connection). 

• To set the altitude of the POI you can use the altitude picker on 
the left of the piloting screen; this altitude is relative to take-off 
point of the Bebop. 

• if you choose the “manual camera tilt” on the right panel the, the “POI altitude 
picker” will be replaced by the “camera tilt angle picker”  

  Touch the video button to learn more on watch it (POI) Mode: (require internet connection) 



Follow Me Mode 

    In this mode the Bebop will follow your movements. 

• When you activate this mode you can no longer move the drone manually, 
but at any time you can change the distance and the altitude from which the 
Bebop will follow you with the two on-screen sliders (range 4 - 50 meters) 

• The Bebop will start following you, tracking your speed, position and change in 
altitude. 

• By activating the "moving backwards" option (in settings) the Bebop will also move 
back if it gets closer than the target distance, otherwise the drone will stay 
stationary until the target distance is exceeded. 

• Altitude tracking is optional (in settings), and is active by default. 

• Altitude tracking is only available on a barometer equipped device. 

• Tap three times on the lock button to disable the user interface in order to 
prevent any inadvertent touches during a “follow session”. This is useful if 
you want to put the device in your pocket during a follow session. 

 Use on-screen slider and buttons to adjust on the fly the follow distance and 
altitude  



Track Me Mode 

            rotation speed slider 
In this mode the Bebop will follow you from any angle 

• When you activate this mode you can no longer move the drone manually, but at any time 
you can change the distance and the altitude from which the Bebop will follow you with 
the two on screen sliders (range 4 - 50 meters). 

• In this mode you can also change the following angle. Just press one of the rotation 
buttons and the Bebop will start orbiting around you. You can keep it rotating while it 
follows you or you can stop the rotation at the desired following angle. 

• Note: in this modality the speed-reduction ability of the Bebop is reduced, so be careful 
to avoid fast speed changes or fast direction changes. 

• Altitude tracking is optional (in settings), active by default. 

• Altitude tracking available only on a barometer equipped device. 

     Stop Follow Button: Interrupts the follow mode. 

Rotation Buttons: Starts the automatic orbiting in clockwise or 
counterclockwise direction. The drone will orbit around you while 
pointing towards you. When deactivated, the drone will maintain the     
position it reached.  Use the slider to modify the rotation speed (range 

        4.5 - 12 degrees/second) 



Headless Mode 
Headless Mode is a special flying mode for manual piloting of the drone. It changes 
the way the Bebop reacts to your piloting commands.  Please fully understand how 
the Headless mode works before using it. (Search on the internet if you are 
uncertain.) 

In Headless mode the Bebop will fly in a determined direction whatever it’s 
orientation.  In piloting settings there are 2 modes for Headless: 

“TAKE OFF” - in this mode the forward heading of the Headless is the heading that 
the Bebop takes at the moment of take-off.  You can land and take off any time to 
reset the heading. (This mode does not require GPS fix). 

“GPS” - in this mode the forward heading of the Headless is the direction between 
you and the the Bebop at the moment that you activate the Headless mode. You 
can deactivate and reactivate the Headless mode any time to reset the forward 
heading. 

(Due to GPS inaccuracies it is recommendable activating the headless when the 
Bebop is at least 15/20 meter away from you.) 

When the Headless mode is activate, if you push forward on the pitch pad, the 
Bebop will go in the Headless forward direction, no matter what is it’s current 
orientation. If you push left on the roll pad the Bebop will go “left” no matter 
what is it’s orientation…. and so on. 

To activate/deactivate headless mode, double tap with 2 fingers  
on the “ROLL” piloting pad on the screen (the position of roll pad 
depends on your chosen piloting mode).                                                                               

                              

                     (tap - tap) 

Tip: Use the Headless mode combined with Watch ME / Watch IT (POI) to make it 
easy to fly in a straight line while the drone stays looking at the point of interest. 

Headless mode is automatically turned OFF with modes:   

 -follow me  -track me  -banked turn -VR -Skycontroller activation 



VR Mode 

Just tap the VR mode button to enter in a new immersive flight experience!! 

In this mode you have a slip video view for use with the app in all VR headsets (FPV Goggles) 

You can pilot your Bebop with the Skycontroller or with your MFI controller. 

On screen you will have all the information you need!! 

• Speed, 

• Distance, 

• Altitude,  

• Battery Status for Skycontroller, Bebop and your device 

• GPS Status for Skycontroller, Bebop and your device 

• WIFI signal strength 

• Speed selector (read how to move it with Skycontroller or MFI bluetooth controller in the 
relevant section of this manual) 

• Radar (show how the bebop and the skycontroller are oriented, this radar automatically 
shows up when the Bebop is at least 15m away) 

Tap the red “X” to return to the normal piloting screen 



Tap the settings button to access to VR mode options panel 

In this option panel you can activate some unique features, like : 

-Choose you desired Field of View 

-enable disable the Head-tracking, for moving the camera with your head! 

-automatic recenter camera pan when moving, very useful for always look where you are going) 

(if camera position is wrong,you can always center it with the skycontroller or bluetooth MFI 
controller “center camera button”) 



TapFly Mode 

This is the easiest Mode for piloting you bebop! just tap on the screen where you want to go! Once you 
tap you immediately have on screen the distance and the direction of your destination and an onscreen 
target. Now just tap the “GO” button and the bebop will automatically reach the point! 

While the bebop is moving you can any time change the destination just by tap on screen 

With the slider on the left you can move the bebop up and down 

While the bebop is moving the “GO” button is replaced by the “STOP” button, hit it to immediately stop 
the bebop. 

NOTE:The TapFly mode is intended for easy and smooth fly, all rotation are soft for a pleasure flight and 
nice footage recoding, don’t try to avoid obstacle by tapping on the screen, hit the “STOP” button if you 
are in trouble 

If you open the Map View while you are in TapFly mode, you can choose your destination on the Map, it’s 
work it is the same function but you tap on the map and not on the video feed. 

NOTE: when you tap on the video feed, the destination distance is calculate in a virtual flat terrain at 
the take off altitude, house, mountain, tree, etc are not considered and can’t be automatically avoided 

Touch the “X” to close the TapFly mode 

  Touch the video button to learn more on TapFly Mode: (require internet connection) 



AR Localizer 

You have two localizer (can be switched off in the settings) that will help you orient yourself on the 

bebop video feed. 

The green locator will always indicate your position, while the red one will show you the position of the 
last selected POI and in any case you change it on the fly in the map view. 

GPS Error or calibration error of the compass could affect the accuracy of the localizer but will always 
be a great help to find your destination. 

Localizers work properly only if active the video stabilization. 

Localizers are available in normal mode, full screen and "VR" 

  Touch the video button to find out more about Localizers: (requires internet connection) 



Altitude Limit Override 

• With this function you can force the bebop to move up (behind the altitude limit you have set) 

• You Must enable the function in limits settings page and then the button will appear on screen when 
you reach the altitude limit. Hold the center button to move the bebop up. 

• Remember it’s up to you to evaluate you battery life to have time to come down. 

• The function is disable when battery is lower than 30% 

• The function is available as long as you are connected 

• Activating this function will automatically set the RTH timer to “0” seconds 

Tip:The bebop antennas are designed to send the wifi signal horizontally, when you are under the bebop 
you are in a blind spot where the signal is very poor and you will disconnect very easily. A good practice 
is to always keep distance > altitude  

Using this function could violate local laws and regulations (for instance a  400ft (122m) 
height limit is set by the FAA in the USA). You are solely responsible and liable for the 
operation of the aircraft. 



Media Management  

Once your Bebop has landed, you can access the media management screen from 
the piloting screen. Here you can download and/or delete all media stored in the 
internal memory of the Bebop without the need to access this through the 
FreeFlight3 app. 

A progress status will inform on the percentage of the video transferred. 

The button “Download and Delete” will delete only files smaller than 100mb. 

The downloaded file will be transferred to the camera roll of your device. A large 
video file may take “time” and errors may occur during this process, so please 
check that the media is safely in your camera roll before deleting it from your 
Bebop’s internal storage. 

The “Gallery” button will give you fast access to your camera roll to check the 
already downloaded media. 

Note:If you are using skycontroller be sure to be connected to the “skycontroller 
wifi network” otherwise you can’t access to the media inside the Bebop 



Tricks & Tips 
Warning 
• The Bebop can't detect and avoid obstacles, and this app does not implement 

such capability. 

• If you are going to use any of automatic movements, be careful and try to: 

- predict where the Bebop will go based on the settings you selected. 

- keep a large security distance from any object. 

- in follow/track mode it's good practice to fly the Bebop higher than any 
obstacles in the area. 

- learn how the Bebop reacts to your movements starting initially with some 
slow walking. 

GPS accuracy 
• To start a follow session, both your device GPS and the Bebop GPS must have 

obtained a good GPS fix. Good accuracy level, 6 meters or better, is 
indicated by the green signal on the piloting screen. Yellow signal indicates 
an accuracy of between 6 and 12 meters. 

• However, due to typical GPS accuracy, it is not guaranteed you or the POI will 
always be in the frame. For best results it is recommended that you select a 
follow distance of at least 10 meters. 

• You can force the start of the follow mode on "yellow flag" with a double tap 
on the follow button. 

Device orientation 
• The Piloting screen works in both landscape left and landscape right. 

• Once the Bebop has taken off, autorotating is disabled in order to avoid 
unwanted rotation during piloting.  

Bebop and your altitude 
• In “Watch ME” and “Follow” modes the automatic camera tilt is calculated 

to keep you in the frame, supposing that you and the Bebop are at the same 
altitude at time of take-off. If something is wrong, land your Bebop and take 
off again to reset the relative altitude. 

Video streaming problem 
• If you experience black screen (no video streaming from the bebop) the 

main reason is that the freeflight Pro app (or other bebop app) is running in 
the background (and keep busy some necessary network services) please 
close freeflight Pro from the task manager before use my app 

(additional guidance is provided at http://michelevagnetti.altervista.org/bebop/Follow_Me_Bebop.html) 

http://michelevagnetti.altervista.org/bebop/Follow_Me_Bebop.html


MFI Bluetooth Controller 
As soon as you connect your MFI controller to your device via bluetooth the on-screen piloting pads will 
disappear and you can start to use it!                                                                                                        

Thumbsticks - move the Bebop (piloting Mode1 / Mode2 / Mode3 / Mode4) 

Directional pad - move the Camera 

L1-L2 shoulder buttons - camera up/down 

R1-R2 shoulder buttons - zoom in/out 

X button - center camera (configurable) 

Y button - video recording start/stop (configurable) 

B button - take picture (configurable) 

A button - take off  / landing (configurable) 

R1(hold) + R2 button- speed up/down (move the speed selector) 

R1(hold) + X button - return home 

R1(hold) + Directional pad - Flips 

R1(hold) + L1 - Headless Mode On/Off  

R1(hold) + L2 - Banked Turn Mode On/Off  



Parrot FLYPAD Controller 
As soon as you turn ON your FLYPAD the on-screen piloting pads will disappear and you can start to use it!                                                                                                        

Thumbsticks - move the Bebop (piloting Mode1 / Mode2 / Mode3 / Mode4) 

L1-L2 shoulder buttons - camera up/down 

R1-R2 shoulder buttons - zoom in/out 

1 button - center camera  

2 button - return home 

A button - video recording start/stop  

B button - take picture  

Take Off  button - take off  / landing 

R1(hold) + R2 button- speed up/down (move the speed selector) 

R1(hold) + 1 Button - Front Flip 

R1(hold) + 2 Button - Back Flip 

R1(hold) + L1 - Headless Mode On/Off  

R1(hold) + L2 - Banked Turn Mode On/Off


